NAVAID
KEFLAVIK TACAN KFV CH 75X is unserviceable.
KEFLAVIK TACAN KFV CH 75X is unserviceable.
MOB TACAN MOB CH 95X is unserviceable.
MOB TACAN MOB CH 95X is unserviceable.

ENROUTE
TIGGI w/p at N355800 W0105608 not usable.

ZAGREB FIR-UIR
VOR/DME "RJK" U/S.

TERMINAL
AZORES
LPLA, Lajes AB
Lajes. Construction works at airport, based on SUP 049/20 and MIL SUP 024/20 (Until 22 JUN 2021):
During Phase 1 and 2 (MON-SAT) ILS Rwy 15, ILS Y Rwy 15 and ILS Rwy 33 apch procs not usable. Refer also to latest NOTAMs.
TACAN Rwy 33 (T33) apch proc not useable, ufn.

BELGIUM
EBBR, Brussels National
Brussels, RNAV (GNSS) Rwy 25L [R25L], RNAV (GNSS) Rwy 25R [R25R], RNAV (GNSS) Rwy 01 [R01], RNAV (GNSS) Rwy 19 [R19]; LPV Level of Service not to be used, ufn.

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
LQMO, Mostar
Mostar, Based on SUP 003/19 new temporary procedure RNP Rwy 33 established on trial basis. Refer also to latest NOTAMs.

CROATIA
LDRI, Rijeka
Krk Island, Based on SUP 011/20 due to RJK VOR/DME u/s, apch procs: Lctr Rwy 14, VOR Rwy 14, ILS or LOC Rwy 14, Lctr z Rwy 32, VOR Rwy 32 temporarily suspended. Refer also to latest NOTAMs.

Based on SUP 011/2020 RNAV SIDs ALIV1X, RUGO1W, ALIV1W, RUGO1X, CRE1V, ALIV1U, RUGO1U, ALIV1V, RUGO1V temporarily suspended
Based on SUP 011/2020 SIDs ALIV3C, RUGO1C, CRE4H, PUL3R, NAK13C, ALIV3D, RUGO1D, CRE4G, PUL3L, NAK13D temporarily suspended
Based on SUP 011/2020 STAR KULE4A temporarily suspended

FINLAND
EFHK, Vantaa
Helsinki, Rwy 04R/22L is not in use for take off or landings.
EFLP, Lappeenranta
Lappeenranta, Aerodrome closed to all air traffic.

FRANCE
LFBO, Blagnac
Toulouse, RNAV SID FIST5P suspended.
LFMN, Nice/Cote D’Azur
Nice/Cote D’Azur, All CONV SIDs not available.
LFTH, Le Palyvestre Navy
Hyeres, Apch procs ILS Rwy 05 and LOC Rwy 05 not usable (Until 27 JAN 21).

GERMANY
EDOM, Hof-Plauen
Hof-Plauen, CONV SIDs KULO6Q/6R, LASG4Q/5R, PERO4Q/5R, TABA5Q/5R and CONV STARS ABER3A, KULO3A, TABA4A suspended

ICELAND
BIRL, Reykjavík
Reykjavík, Due to technical problems there is a discrepancy between painted runway designators and the information published. In AIRAC 005/2020 effective 08 OCT 2020, RYW 02/20 was changed to 01/19. Painted Runway designators will be changed as soon as conditions allow in the spring 2021.

IRELAND
EIDW, Dublin Intl
Rwy 10R/28L will be avbl at a reduced length during Mon-Sat 1800-0315Z (for exact times see other NOTAMs). THR 28L displaced 1627” (496m). DTHR 28L coordinates N532514.41 W0061528.79, elevation 208’. Rwy 10R TORA/ASDA/LDA 7024’ (2141m), TODA 7221’ (2201m). Rwy 28L TORA/LDA 7024’ (2141m), TODA 7723’ (2354m), ASDA 7208’ (2197m).

EIKN, Knock
Ireland West, VOR Rwy 26 with DME (S26) apch proc not coded in database ufn.

ITALY

LPK, Forli
Forli, ILS Rwy 12 apch proc (I12) transition RIMED is not avbl ufn.

NORWAY

ENDU, Bardufoss
Bardufoss, NDB RWY 10 (N10) apch procedure suspended ufn.

ENSH, Helle
Svolvaer, All SIDs suspended.

ENSK, Skagen
Stokmarknes, All SIDs & STARs suspended.

PORTUGAL

LPBJ, Beja AB
Beja, NDB ILS DME Rwy 19R and NDB Rwy 19R apch proc are not usuable, due to BJA NDB unservicable, ufn.

LPMA, Madeira
Madeira, Apch proc RNP Rwy 05 - a coded as (RNVA) and apch proc RNP Rwy 23 - b coded as (RNVB) ufn. 
SIDs: DEGU3N/3S, IRKI6N/6S, MADA6N/6S, NIDU3N/3S, ORTB6N/6S, SNT6E/6F/6N/6S, TABO6N/6S and STARs: BIMB4A, LIDR1C/5A, MADA4A, NIDU1C/1R/5A, NIKA4A, SNT4A suspended ufn.

LPMT, Montijo AB
Montijo, NDB RWY 26 and NDB A apch proc not usuable, due to MIO NDB unservicable, ufn.

LPPT, Lisbon

LPR, Vila Real
Vila Real, Apch proc RNP Rwy 02 suspended (based on SUP 40-20). Rwy 02 THR displaced 646m, Rwy 02/20: TORA/ TODA/ASDA/LDA - 984’(300m).

SERBIA-MONTENEGRO

LYKV, Ladevci
Kraljevo, Based on SUP 006/20 temporary apch proc NDB Rwy 13 and NDB Rwy 31 established. Refer also to latest NOTAMs. Based on SUP 006/20 temporary SID procedures established: NEVAP1P, RAM1P, TOT1P, KOS1P, VAL2NC, NEVAP1Q, RAM1Q, TOT1Q, KOS1Q, VAL2ND
Based on SUP 006/20 temporary STAR procedures established: NEVAP1M, RAVA1V, TOT1R, VAL3NA, NEVAP1N, RAVA1W, TOT1S, VAL3NB

LYNI, Konstantin Veliki
Nis, Based on SUP 005/20 new temporary procedure NDB Rwy 11 established. Refer also to latest NOTAMs. Based on SUP 005/20 temporary SID procedures established: NISV2S, VAGE2S, BLC6F, VTN2S, RAVA1P, RAVA2S, NISV7D, VAGE2T, RAVA2T, BLC4G, VTN2T, RAVA1R.
Based on SUP 005/20 temporary STAR procedures established: SOSE2R, OBLA2R, OKAN2R, VAGE2R, RAMA2R, BLC2R.

LYTV, Tivat
Tivat, Tivat, NDB Z Rwy 14 [NDBZ] and NDB Y Rwy 14 [NDBY] apch proc unavailable UFN.

SPANISH

LEGR, Federico Garcia Lorca
Granada, SIDs BLN2N and VIBA3N chg: Bailen ‘BLN VORDME not usuable, expect alternate SIDs MAR1N/SVL1N and Radar assistance above FL95. Until aprx 25 MAR 2021.

LEIB, Ibiza
Ibiza, (Ref SUP 138/19) VOR IBA and affected apch proc ILS Z Rwy 06, LOC Rwy 06, VOR Rwy 06, ILS Z Rwy 24, LOC Rwy 24, VOR Rwy 24 are temp u/s. For times of unavailability refer to latest NOTAMs. Ufn.

LEMG, Costa Del Sol
Malaga, SIDs BLN2L2M and STARs BL1DCZ/2DCQ, BLN1Z2Q, VI1DCZ, VIBA1Z chg: Bailen ‘BLN VORDME not usuable, expect alternate procedures and Radar assistance. Until aprx 25 MAR 2021.

LEMH, Menorca
Menorca, ILS Z Rwy 19 and ILS Y Rwy 19 apch proc not usuable, ufn.

LESA, Matarcam
Salamanca, Do not use apch proc ILS Z Rwy 21, LOC Z Rwy 21, VOR Rwy 21, VOR Rwy 03. Temp apch proc ILS/DME X Rwy 21 in place. Est 08 APR 2021 (based on SUP 112/20).

LESO, San Sebastian
San Sebastian, Until 05 November 2021 estimated: AD fire category of the rescue and fire fighting service downgraded to Cat 5, Cat 7 24hr PPR.

LEZL, Seville
Seville, STARs BLN3E/3F chg: Bailen ‘BLN’ VORDME not usuable, expect alternate STAR BLN2K for RNAV rwy 09 arrivals, all others expect Radar assistance. Until aprx 25 MAR 2021.
SWEDEN

ESIB, Satenäs AB
Satenäs, ILS Rwy 19 (I19) apch proc suspended due to Rwy 01/19 closure. NDB Rwy 01/19 (N01/19) apch proc can be used for a visually circle-to-land to Rwy 11/29, ufn.

ESSD, Borlänge AB
Borlänge, STAR XOTB1F should start from XOTBU instead of IBGAX.

SWITZERLAND

LGS, Sion
Sion, SID FRI1U suspended ufn.

U.K.

EGGW, Luton
London, NDB LUT unavailable. NDB(L) LUT is unavailable. For all instrument flight procedures (IFPS) during this time, the position of the LUT NDB can be defined by I-LTN/I-LJ D3.9, BKY VOR R244/D13 as required. Except the LondonLuton NDB(L) Rwy 25 instrument approach procedure (IAP) (AD 2-EGGW-8-7) will not be available for use during this time.

EGLL, Heathrow
London, For ILS Rwy 27L/R on initial approach transition w/o Radar Control via IAF BIG VOR altitudes at crossing BIG R-277, BIG R-293 and BIG D9.0 are not coded in database.

EGPK, Prestwick
Prestwick, The following STARs (APCH TRANS) are suspended: TRN1Q, TRN1R, TRN1S, SUMI1S, SUMI1R.

EGVN, Brize Norton AB
Brize Norton, Implementation of published app procs based on UK MIL AMTD 007-20, eff 18 JUN 20 are delayed in NavData. Due to mag var change decrease all bearings by one degree. Speed for procedure turns on all procedures should read as max 185 kts. TAC Rwy 25 and TAC Rwy 07 speed restriction at BZN TAC should read 220 kts. NDB/DME Rwy 25 and NDB/DME Rwy 07 speed restriction on IAF BZ NDB should read 220 kts. TAC/NDB ILS Rwy 25 and TAC/NDB ILS Rwy 07 speed restriction on BZN TAC and IAF BZ NDB should read 220 kts. All changes will be implemented in NavData with eff date 16 JUL 20.

EGVP, Middle Wallop Army
Middle Wallop, RNP Y Rwy 26 (LPV only) not abvl.